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In Red vs. Blue, its creators at Rooster Teeth brings together more than a decades' worth of

ephemera and behind-the-scenes information from the popular comedic web series,

including:Character dossiers and fact sheetsCharacter-driven lists, including "The Wisdom of

Caboose"Charts and statistics mapping out character, world, and episode triviaBest Red vs. Blue

quotes. Of all timeAlternate stories and character arcs that were abandonedSpotlights on the cast

and crew of Red vs. Blue, filled with unique anecdotes, behind-the-scenes stories, and insights into

the series and their roleNew, never-before-seen content: Includes annotated scripts of some of the

most-watching episodes, side-stores, expanded universe material, alternate endings, deleted

scenes and triviaOriginal sketches and drawings
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The ultimate full-color illustrated companion to the award-winning, longest-running web series, Red

vs. Blue-a parody of the military science fiction video game Halo hailed as â€œClerks-meets-Star

Wars.â€• (Village Voice)

Discover everything youâ€™ve always wanted to know about Simmons, Grif, Sarge, Donut, Tex,

Sheila the tank, Caboose, Church, and the rest of the Red and Blue team members stationed in the

box canyon known as Blood Gulch, with this full-color companion guide to the

multiple-award-winning, long-running, comic science-fiction web seriesÂ Red vs. Blue.InÂ Red vs.



Blue: The Ultimate Fan Guide, the series creators at Rooster Teeth bring together more than a

decadeâ€™s worth of ephemera and behind-the-scenes information. Inside youâ€™ll find:â€¢

Character dossiersâ€¢ Character-driven lists, including â€œThe Wisdom of Cabooseâ€•â€¢ Charts

and statistics mapping out character, world, and episode trivia, such as how many times Simmons

has sucked up to Sarge over the course of the seriesâ€¢ The best Red vs. Blue quotes ever of all

timeâ€¢ Alternate stories and unexplored character arcsâ€¢ Spotlights on the Red vs. Blue cast and

crew, who share unique anecdotes, behind-the-scenes stories, and insights into the award-winning

seriesâ€¢ Shooting scripts, including cut lines, deleted scenes, and triviaâ€¢ More than 200 full-color

imagesâ€¢ And more!

Everyone, everyone, look unto me! I posses the Ultimate Fan Guide! I have seen the wondrous

pages, and you will envy me, as though I were a victorious red and not a dirty blue! I regret nothing

about buying this book, for I have purchased a guide which few fans have dared to buy! My fanatic

quest is over. I can read Caboose's wisdom. It's so... stupid.This is the best ultimate fan guide... of

all time.

This book is VERY well written and absolutely incredible! It is just as funny as the show and a fun

read! High recommendation for fans of RvB!And P.S. Suck our balls.(If you've seen season 12 you'll

know that refrence.)

Whether you've been a loyal follower of the Reds and Blues since the early days of Blood Gulch or

you've only recently discovered the franchise, you're sure to enjoy this guidebook. Yes, most of the

information about everyone's favorite hilariously incompetent space marines can be found at online

wikis for free, but that's not the point. The point is that this book presents all of that (let's face it,

often convoluted and confusing) information in a well-written, well-organized, and highly entertaining

manner, while offering enough brand new material to keep readers from feeling ripped off.One giant

warning: INSIDE THERE BE SPOILERS. I mean, this should be obvious from the "guidebook" title, I

suppose, but from the very first pages, major series plot twists are revealed and discussed in depth

without much fanfare, so if you haven't finished watching all 13 seasons of this amazing show yet,

you might want to hold off on purchasing/opening this book, just to avoid ruining all the great

surprises that are still in store for you.If I have one small complaint, it is that the book focuses

heavily on the Freelancer and Chorus portions of the series while treating the Blood Gulch years as

little more than background information. Don't get me wrong; I love the direction and scope the



storyline took in the later seasons, but I would have appreciated more content devoted especially to

the series' quirky, meandering beginnings.All in all, though, this book is a must have for any true

RvB fan. Makes a great gift for the holidays!

Great book! Love learning about the characters of RVB. The five stars are for the book itself. The

rest of this review is for the seller Green Street Books.I was super excited to get this book! I've

looked at it from a friend, and wanted one for myself, but I was a little sad when I opened the

package.My book arrived with a sticker on the FRONT. It could have had it on the back by the

barcode or something, but the reason why this is a big deal is because when I took the sticker off

carefully, it peeled the book cover. This was super irritating and upsetting. This is a brand new book

and it looks terrible. I am not happy. I looked closer at the book where the sticker was, and the

paper (paperback book of course) looked wrinkled, as if they used the sticker to hide damage.This

seller had great reviews, so I trusted to get a nice new book, but I guess next time I will not buy

anything from this seller. I suggest to buy this book from Rooster Teeth's website or from  itself. It

may be more money, but it would probably arrive in better condition. I already gave some seller

feedback, but DO NOT buy from Green Street Books.

That being said there are some things that the book itself is missing, in the character dossier section

there is no entry for Agent Florida/Butch Flowers, Junior, or any of the AI programs. I would have

loved to have seen some information about Flowers and his decent from Freelancer, into the

canyons at blood gulch. The lack of a profile for Junior also feels like a wasted opportunity. I also

think that some additional information about the AI fragments would have been interesting to read

about. Regardless the book is well put together that the lack of what is listed above doesn't distract

from the book.Regardless the book provides and excellent inside look to the daily lives of our

favorite characters and provides additional information about characters back stories which had

been previously undisclosed (or not officially confirmed until this book). The insights provided are

more then worth buying the book,. What adds to the value is the design and layout of the book and

the pictures/illustrations are also fitting and add to the experience of the book in general.But in

conclusion the book is great and definitely something every Red vs Blue fan should add to their

collection!

If you love RvB this is your book!I still can't figure out where we discovered Someone was Someone

Else's mother (You know what I'm saying if you have watched RvB a few times thru); it's not on the



show except a vague reference to it when Epsilon Church says "You better be happy  mother isn't

around to hear you say that" during the Chorus trilogy. (I don't count that one time Someone Else

talked about his/her mother. That seemed totally generic.) I can't find this revelation on the PSAs or

other Rooster teeth content.Ha, Revelation! See what I did there?The heft and quality make it close

to a coffee table book. I would leave it out for my nerd friends, definitely!

Hubby is a HUGE fan of Red vs. Bleu and all things Rooster Teeth. He blew through this book in

two days as a good chunk of the information was something he'd already known based on being a

fan of them for so long. He enjoyed it, and now it's part of his ever growing Rooster Teeth collection

and he's happy as a clam because of it. No need to repurchase, but if anyone is a RT/RvB fan - this

is a good little guide to have.

I am a total Red Vs Blue fan and l love this book. It is very well organized, you can tell that it is

written by the same people who wrote the scripts. I watch Red Vs Blue all the time and even this

book has some information l had no knowledge of. This is a book that an RvB fan should definitely

get!
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